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Abstract
We present Qabas, a novel open-source Arabic lexicon designed for NLP applications. The novelty of Qabas lies in
its synthesis of 110 lexicons. Specifically, Qabas lexical entries (lemmas) are assembled by linking lemmas from 110
lexicons. Furthermore, Qabas lemmas are also linked to 12 morphologically annotated corpora (about 2M tokens),
making it the first Arabic lexicon to be linked to lexicons and corpora. Qabas was developed semi-automatically,
utilizing a mapping framework and a web-based tool. Compared with other lexicons, Qabas stands as the most
extensive Arabic lexicon, encompassing about 58K lemmas (45K nominal lemmas, 12.5K verbal lemmas, and 473
functional-word lemmas). Qabas is open-source and accessible online at https://sina.birzeit.edu/qabas

1. Introduction
As the need for lexicographic databases in mod-
ern applications continues to grow, lexicography
has evolved into a multidisciplinary field intersect-
ing with natural language processing (NLP), ontol-
ogy engineering, e-health, and knowledge manage-
ment. Lexicons have evolved from being primar-
ily hard-copy resources for human use to having
substantial significance in NLP applications (Maks
et al., 2009; Jarrar et al., 2019; McCrae et al., 2016).
Although Arabic is a highly resourced language in
terms of traditional lexicons, less attention is given
to developing AI-oriented lexicographic databases.
Recent efforts at Birzeit University have been de-
voted to digitizing traditional lexicons and publish-
ing them online through a lexicographic search
engine (Jarrar and Amayreh, 2019; Alhafi et al.,
2019), but none of the lexicons are open-source
due to copyright restrictions imposed by their own-
ers (Jarrar, 2020). The LDC’s SAMA database
(Maamouri et al., 2010), is an Arabic lexicographic
database, but it is also restricted to LDC members
only. SAMA, an extension of BAMA (Buckwalter,
2004), is a stem database, designed only for mor-
phological modeling. It contains stems and their
lemmas and compatible affixes.
This article proposes Qabas, a novel open-source
Arabic lexicon designed for NLP applications. The
novelty of Qabas lies in its synthesis of many lex-
ical resources. Each lexical entry (i.e., lemma)
in Qabas is linked with equivalent lemmas in 110
lexicons, and with 12 morphologically-annotated
corpora (about 2M tokens). This linking was
done through 256K mappings correspondences
(as shown in Table 3). That is, the philosophy of
Qabas is to construct a large lexicographic data
graph by linking existing Arabic lexicons and an-
notated corpora. This enables the integration and
reuse of these resources for NLP tasks. For exam-
ple, by linking the lemma (2 Õç'
Q�

�
»/kariym2) in SAMA

with (Õç'
Q�
�
»/kariym) in the Modern lexicon, one would

integrate the morph features (stems and affixes)
found in SAMA with the 4 senses (i.e., glosses) of
this lemma found in the Modern. Assuming this
lemma is also linked with its 41 word forms in the
Arabic Treebank corpus (Maamouri et al.), then one
would compute the corpus statistics for this lemma.
Qabas was developed semi-automatically over two
years, utilizing an automatic mapping framework
and a web-based tool. Compared with other lexi-
cons, Qabas is the most extensive Arabic lexicon
and the first to be linked with such lexicons and
corpora. The main contributions of this paper are:

• Novel and open-source Arabic Lexicon
(58K lemmas) linked with many NLP re-
sources.

• Mappings: 256 mapping correspondences be-
tween 110 lexicons (255.5K lemmas) and 12
corpora (2M tokens). As such, Qabas is an
Arabic lexicographic graph, interlinking Ara-
bic lexicons and corpora at the lemmas level.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
overviews the related work, Section 3 presents the
methodology, and Section 4 presents lemma map-
ping. In Section 5 we evaluate the coverage; and
in Section 6 we summarize our conclusions.

2. Related Work
In recent years, many standardization efforts have
been proposed for representing, publishing, and
linking linguistic resources. For example, the
W3C’s Lemon RDF model (Philipp Cimiano, 2016)
enables employing lexicons in ontologies and var-
ious NLP applications. Moreover, the Linguistic
Linked Open Data Cloud (LLOD) (McCrae et al.,
2016) used Lemon to interlink the lexical entries
of several linguistic resources. The ISO’s Lexical
Markup Framework (LMF) standard aims at rep-
resenting lexicons in a machine-readable format
(Francopoulo et al., 2006).

https://sina.birzeit.edu/qabas
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Different encyclopedic dictionaries integrated Word-
Nets with other resources, such as BabelNet (Nav-
igli et al., 2012) and ConceptNet 5.5 (Speer et al.,
2017). Compared with our work, we provide an
interlinking of many lexicons and corpora, forming
a lexicographic, rather than an encyclopedic graph.
Given that digitized and available Arabic lexicons
are limited, there are several attempts to digitize
and represent them in the standard formats. The
first attempt to represent Arabic lexicons in ISO
LMF standard can be found in (Salmon-Alt et al.,
2005; Maks et al., 2009; Khemakhem et al., 2016).
Other attempts suggested using the W3C Lemon
RDF model (Khalfi et al., 2016; Jarrar et al., 2019).
While several online portals for Arabic lexicographic
search exist (e.g., lisaan.net, almaany.com, al-
mougem.com), each portal contains a limited num-
ber of lexicons, and their content is partially struc-
tured (i.e., available in flat text). Qabas is devel-
oped as a synthesis of 110 lexicons that we digitized
earlier (Jarrar and Amayreh, 2019).

3. Methodology
3.1. Scope and Objectives
The objective of Qabas is to link existing Arabic lexi-
cons and corpora and enable them to be integrated
and re-used in NLP tasks (Darwish et al., 2021). In
other words, Qabas lemmas are used as a proxy
to link between different resources, forming a large
Arabic lexicographic data graph. Thus, all Qabas
lemmas are collected mainly from these resources
(Section 3.2). As such, Qabas is designed to be
an open-source and open-ended project, targeting
all forms of Arabic: Classical Arabic, Modern Stan-
dard Arabic, Arabic dialects, and foreign words that
are transliterated and commonly used in Arabic.
In this paper, we focus on including the morphologi-
cal features for each lemma, such as the spelling(s)
of the lemma, its root(s), POS, gender, number,
person, and voice. Including semantic information
(e.g., glosses, synonyms, relations, and transla-
tions) is not discussed in this article due to space
limitations. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that
based on Qabas mappings, (i) we developed a syn-
onym extraction tool1 (Ghanem et al., 2023); (ii) we
extracted glosses and contexts from these mapped
lexicons to build a large set of context-gloss pairs
for Word-Sense Disambiguation (Al-Hajj and Jarrar,
2021; Malaysha et al., 2023); and (iii) a graph rep-
resenting morpho-semantic relationships in Arabic
was extracted based on Arabic derivational mor-
phology, see Figure 4 in (Jarrar, 2021).

3.2. Data Sources
Among the 150 lexicons that we previously digitized
(Jarrar and Amayreh, 2019), 110 lexicons and 12

1https://sina.birzeit.edu/synonyms. It can be also
used to evaluate synonyms (Khallaf et al., 2023).

Lexicon Unique
Lemmas

Lemmas
mapped

SAMA 40, 639 40, 33099%

MODERN 32, 300 32, 276100%

Ghani 29, 854 24, 45282%

Al-Waseet 36, 632 17, 82949%

Al-Waseet Madrasi 7, 649 7, 38497%

Thesuri(7) 15, 236 12, 89285%

ArabicOntology&Lexicons 28, 435 24, 86487%

ArabicWordNet 10, 929 9, 57888%

ALCSO Unified(40) 40, 861 38, 87695%

Arab Academies(16) 9, 675 7, 59779%

Others(37) 45, 398 34, 78577%

Wikidata − 4665−−

Total110 297,608 255,52884%

Table 1: List of lexicons mapped with Qabas so far.

morphologically annotated corpora were prepared
to be linked and to construct Qabas. See our copy-
right notice in section 6.2 regarding the collected
resources and the sharing of Qabas.
Table 1 categorizes the 110 lexicons into: the LDC’s
SAMA (Maamouri et al., 2010), Modern lexicon
(Omar, 2008), Ghani lexicon (Abul-Azm, 2014),
the Al-Waseet lexicon (Cairo, 2004), the Al-Waseet
Madrasi lexicon, the Arabic Ontology and two lex-
icons (Jarrar, 2021, 2011), the Arabic WordNet
(Black et al., 2006), 40 of the ALECSO’s Unified dic-
tionaries. We also collected 16 lexicons produced
by the Arabic Language Academies in Cairo and in
Damascus (Cairo; Damascus), the Arabic Wikdata,
in addition to 7 thesauri and 37 Other lexicons.
As we are concerned with linking the lexical en-
tries (i.e., lemmas) in these resources, each distinct
lemma is given a unique identifier. In addition, we
are only concerned with linking single-word lem-
mas, thus multi-word lemmas are ignored at this
phase, such as (Zñ 	

�Ë@
�
é«Qå� ,

	
àñK. QºË@ YJ
�»


@ ú



	
GA
�
K). The total

number of single-word lemmas in the 110 lexicons
is about 297K lemmas, about 255K (84%) of which
are mapped (See Table 1).
As shown in Table 2, we collected 12 Arabic cor-
pora, especially those that are annotated with mor-
phological features: the MSA LDC’s Arabic Tree-
bank (Maamouri et al.), the MSA SALMA corpus
(Jarrar et al., 2023a), the Quran corpus (Dukes
and Habash, 2010), the Palestinian Curras and
the Lebanese Baladi corpora (Haff et al., 2022),
the Lisan (Iraqi, Lybian, Sudanese, and Yemeni)
corpora (Jarrar et al., 2023b), The Emirati Gum-
mar corpus (Khalifa et al., 2018), the Syrian Nabra
corpus(Nayouf et al., 2023), and the LDC’s Egyp-
tian Treebank (Maamouri et al., 2021). These cor-
pora compass 2.4M tokens annotated with about
144.5K lemmas, 84% of which are mapped with
Qabas; i.e., Qabas is linked with about 2M tokens.

3.3. Lexicon Construction Phases
Qabas was constructed semi-automatically over
different phases, and using a web-based tool (illus-
trated in Figure 1).

https://sina.birzeit.edu/synonyms
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Corpus Tokens Tokens
mapped

Unique
lemmas

Lemmas
mapped

Arabic Treebank (MSA) 339, 710 282, 15583% 13, 078 12, 94899%

SALMA (MSA) 34, 253 34, 253100% 3, 875 3, 875100%

Quran (Classical) 77, 469 62, 12380% 4, 830 4, 10084%

Curras (Palestinian) 56, 169 56, 010100% 6, 033 5, 96699%

Baladi(Lebanese) 9, 561 9, 49399% 2, 406 2, 36598%

Lisan (Iraqi) 45, 881 40, 61589% 9, 306 7, 52081%

Lisan (Lybian) 51, 686 39, 50876% 10, 174 7, 55074%

Lisan (Sudanese) 52, 616 44, 13684% 10, 455 8, 70983%

Lisan (Yemeni) 1, 098, 222 901, 33582% 44, 331 33, 24475%

Gummar (Emirati) 202, 329 182, 15590% 7, 590 6, 80090%

Nabra (Syrian) 60, 021 60, 021100% 10, 191 10, 191100%

Egyptian Treebank 400, 448 297, 18874% 22, 258 18, 62683%

Total 2,428,365 2,008,99283% 144,527 121,894 84%

Table 2: List of corpora linked with Qabas so far.

To bootstrap Qabas, we first adopted all lemmas
from the Modern lexicon and uploaded them to the
tool. Three lexicographers then reviewed and man-
ually revised and enriched these lemmas with mor-
phological features (described in Section 3.4) and
linked them with lemmas in other lexicons. This
methodology allowed the lexicographers to con-
struct Qabas based on the information in other lex-
icons while linking Qabas to those lexicons at the
same time (see guidelines in Section 3.4). To accel-
erate the linking process, we used heuristic rules
to automatically discover candidate mappings for
the lexicographers to verify (see Section 4.2).
To cover the remaining lemmas in lexicons other
than Modern (i.e., that are not linked in the previous
phase), we collected these lemmas and prioritized
them. Higher priority is given to those lemmas that
are more frequent across the 110 lexicons and 12
corpora. This prioritized list of candidate lemmas
was uploaded to the tool, for the lexicographers
to review and make the necessary edits. This ap-
proach allowed us to efficiently expand the lemma
coverage of Qabas. The expansion is an ongoing
and open-ended endeavor, as there is no limit to the
number of lemmas that could potentially be added
to Qabas. As will be discussed in section 5, our
progress indicates that we have covered most of
the lemmas in the 110 lexicons and 12 corpora.
Mapping Qabas with the 12 corpora (in table 2) was
straightforward. As most of the lemmas in these
corpora are SAMA lemmas, which we manually
linked with Qabas, we only replaced SAMA lem-
maIDs with Qabas lemmaIDs. For the non-SAMA
lemmas, we selected the most frequent lemmas in
the 12 corpora and added them to Qabas manually.

3.4. Guidelines
Each lemma in Qabas is tagged with the fol-
lowing eight morphological features: (1) the 41

POS tagset shown in Table 4, (2) the gender
tags {Masculine, Feminine, N/A}, (3) Number
tags {Singulare, Dual, Plural}, (4) the Aspect
tags {PV , IV , CV , PV _PASS, IV _PASS}, (5) and
Person tags {1st, 2nd, 3rd}. We additionally tag
each lemma with its (6) root(s), (7) augmenta-
tion {Augmented, Unaugmented}, and (8) transitivity
{Transitive, Intransitive}.
Lemma selection and spelling, our full list of
guidelines not included in this article for space
limitation but can be found online2. Our guide-
lines are similar to those described in the intro-
duction of the Modern (Omar, 2008). However,
we introduced additional guidelines, such as: the
lemma should be fully diacritized including the last
letter; the POS of a lemma can be Noun_Prop
only if all of its meanings refer to proper nouns;
additional spellings of the same lemma are sep-
arated by "|" and ordered by frequency, such as
( 	
àñ

�	
®Ê�
�
K�| 	àñ

�	
®J
Ê�

�
K�); dialectal lemmas are spelled according

to the CODA rules used in Curras (Jarrar et al.,
2017, 2014), hence we write ( 	P @ 	Q

��
¯/qazāz ) rather

than ( 	P @ 	P@/↩azāz ); each dialect lemma is mapped
with an MSA lemma, e.g. ( 	P @ 	Q��¯/qazāz ) and its
MSA (h. Ag. �	P/zuǧāǧ); a lemma is considered adjective

if all of its meanings are either ActiveParticiple É«A
	
¯ Õæ� @,

PassiveParticiple Èñª
	
®Ó Õæ�@, Relative �

éJ.�
	
�, AdjectivalPropriety

�
éîD
.
�
�Ó é

	
®�, Exaggeration �

é
	
ªËAJ.Ó

�
é
	
ªJ
�, or Diminutive Q�


	
ª�

�
� ; among

other guidelines.

4. Lemma Linking
This section presents the framework and methods
we used to map between lemmas across lexicons.

4.1. Mapping Framework
This framework aims to enable lemmas to be inter-
linked through a mapping correspondence.

2Guidelines https://sina.birzeit.edu/qabas/about

https://sina.birzeit.edu/qabas/about
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Search In Lexicons
كریم

-SAMA

-Modern

-Ghani

Birzeit Lexicons +
Al-Waseet +

Al-Waseet Madrasi +
Thesuri +

ArabicOntology +
ArabicWordNet +
ALCSO Unified +
Arab Academies +

Wikidata +
Others +

202005576 Language  Lemma

كَرِیمٌ فصحى حدیثة
Root  Gender  Number  POS POS category

ك ر م صفة مفرد مذكر    اسم 

(Senses) معاني 

distinguished/generous/noble/precious

Kareem/Karim

.(Kareem/Karim) اسم علم

ج، لم یھتمّ بالأمر ولم یقف عنده طویلاً صفة مشبَّھة تدلّ على الثبوت من كرُمَ - حَجَر كریم : نفیس - مرَّ مرور الكِرام : لم یعرِّ

…صفة لكلّ ما یرُضي ویحُمَد في بابھ 'وصلني خطابكُ الكریم - وجھ كریم : مُرضٍ في محاسنھ - خُلقُ كریم : نبیل سامٍ - قول كریم : مُرضٍ في مع

صفة للقرآن العظیم '<إِنَّھُ لقَرُْءَانٌ كَرِیمٌ> الواقعة/ 77 '.

Load More


(Derivations) مشتقات  

(Inflections) تصریفات   

(Mapping Relations) روابط
نفسھا بالضبطكَرِیم 2 390015855

نفسھا: بمعنى اسم العلمكَرِیم 1 390015849

نفسھا بالضبطكَرِیم 3032722600

نفسھا بالضبطالْكَرِیم 1150474369

نفسھا بالضبطكَرِیمٌ 4300398591

نفسھا، اختلاف مفرد جمعالْكِرَام 1150474404

نفسھا، اختلاف مفرد جمعكرام 3701073313

Load More


Validate Save

(Linked Corpora) روابط لمدونات نصیة

(SALMA, Arabic Treebank) مدونات فصحى +

-(Dialect Corpora) مدونات عامیة

"وتصرخ ھبھ بكریم وتقوم بضربھ ولكنھ لا یجیب ویحتبس الدموع بعینیھ وفي ھذه اللحظةبكریم

تنخلق سیاسة اسكان جدیدة بتضمن للناس عیشة كریمة بمعمعة قروض مزمنة .كریمة

Search Indexِ
كَرِیثٌ ◂
كَرِیرٌ ◂
كُرَیْزٌ◂
كْرِیزَانْتِیم◂
كَرِیزَةٌ◂
كْرِیزُوباَلٌ◂
كْرِیزُورِینوُلٌ◂
كِرِیزُولٌ◂
كْرِیزُوْلیَْت◂
كَرِیس ◂
كرِیسْتاَلٌ◂
كْرِیسْتوُبِلیَْتٌ◂
كرِیسْتوُف ◂
كرِیسْتوُفِر ◂
كرِیسْتِي ◂
كْرِیسْتیْاَن  ◂
كرِیسْتِیانوُ ◂
كرِیسْمَاس◂
كْرَیْسُوبْرَاسٌ◂
كْرِیسُُولٌ◂
كْرِیسِیلیَْتٌ◂
كُرَیْشَةٌ◂
یطَةٌ ◂ كَرِّ
كرِیغٌ ◂
كُرَیْكٌ ◂
كرِیكَار ◂
كْرِیل◂
كَرِیمٌ◂
كِرِیمٌ◂
كَرِیمَةٌ◂
كِرِیمَةٌ◂
كْرَیناَنیَْتٌ◂
كَریھٌ◂
كَرِیھَةٌ◂
كرَیوُترُون◂
كْرِیوُزُوت◂
كْرِیوُل◂

كرِیم 1   (اسم )   390015205  

1كرِیمَة، كرِیمَتان/كرِیمَتيَ/كرِیمَتا/كرِیمَتیَْن، كرِیمات

كَرِیم 1   (اسم علم )   390015849  1

كَرِیم 2   (صفة )   390015855  

كَرِیمَة، كَرِیمَتیَْن/كَرِیمَتان/كَرِیمَتا/كَرِیمَتيَ، كَرِیما/كَرِیمَي/كَرِیمان/

3كَرِیمَیْن، كَرِیمات

كِریم   (اسم)   3032728000  

1[ ك ر ي م ] كِریم [مفرد]: ج كِریمات

كَرِیم   (اسم)   3032722600  

[ ك ر م ] كَرِیم [مفرد]: ج كِرام وكُرَماءُ، مؤ كریمة، ج مؤ

3كِریمات وكرائمُ

كَرِیمٌ | كَرِیمةٌ   (اسم)   302021391  

[ ك ر م ] كَرِیمٌ وكَرِیمةٌ [مفرد]: ج كِرَامٌ وكُرَمَاءُ وكَرِیمَاتٌ

2وكَرَائِمُ، مف كَرِیمٌ وكَرِیمةٌ

Updated By Rwaa on 2023-12-23 23:39:14

Figure 1: Screenshot of our web-based tool, which we developed for constructing Qabas

Relations count
R1 ¡J.

	
�ËAK. AîD�

	
®
	
K Same Exactly 248,882

R2 ©Ôg
.
XQ
	
®Ó

	
¬C

�
J
	
k@ , AîD�

	
®
	
K Same, Singular-Plural difference 3,010

R3 ú
	
æ
�
JÓ XQ

	
®Ó

	
¬C

�
J
	
k@ , AîD�

	
®
	
K Same, Singular-Dual difference 74

R4
�
I

	
K

ñÓ Q»

	
YÓ

	
¬C

�
J
	
k@ , AîD�

	
®
	
K Same, Male-Female difference 1,784

R5
�
éJ
K. @Q«@

�
éËAg

	
¬C

�
J
	
k@ , AîD�

	
®
	
K Same, Case difference 372

R6 ÕÎªË@ Õæ� @ ú
	
æªÖß. , AîD�

	
®
	
K Same, but Proper Noun 1,918

Total (mapping correspondences) 256,040

Table 3: The six mapping relations and their counts
Definition 1: Given two lemmas l1 and l2, a map-
ping correspondence between them is defined as:

<l1, l2, Ri>
Where:

• l1, l2 are lemmas to be mapped.

• Ri is the mapping relation between l1 and l2,
Ri ∈ {R1...R6} shown in Table 3.

This mapping framework was implemented in our
tool (See Figure 1) and used by our lexicographers.
Table 3 presents the count of the mapping cor-
respondences for each relation, which are about
256K correspondences in total.

4.2. Automatic Mapping
To speed up the mapping process, this section pro-
poses a set of heuristic rules to discover candidate

mappings. Before presenting these rules, we dis-
cuss how Arabic word forms can be compared.
Comparing words in Arabic is not trivial. First,
Arabic is diacritic-sensitive, thus we cannot com-
pare words using equality. For example, the
same lemma in one lexicon might be spelled as
�
é
�
ÒÊ
�
¿/kalmah and in another as ��

éÒ
�
Ê¿/klamtun. Second,

lexicons are not always self-consistent or follow the
same guidelines in structuring or writing word forms
(Amayreh et al., 2019). For example, some lexi-
cons provide the feminine and masculine forms of
a perfect verb {I. �Jº�K
/yaktb, I.

��
Jº

��
K/taktub}, while others

provide one {I. ��JºK
/yktub} or none {}. To overcome
these challenges, when comparing word forms, we
implemented the following definitions of compati-
bility - as explained in (Jarrar et al., 2018).
Definition 2: Given two words w1 and w2, we con-
sider them diacritic-compatible, iff : (1) both words
have the same letters, and (2) no contradictions be-
tween the diacritics of the same, pair-wise, letters
of these words.
Definition 3: Given two sets of words W1 and W2,
we consider these sets compatible, iff there exists
a diacritic-compatible word w in both sets, w ∈ W1
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and w ∈ W2, i.e., their intersection is not empty.
The mapping heuristic rules are:

• h1: A mapping correspondence is established
between two verb lemmas if the following two
conditions are true: (i) each lemma has a per-
fective form(s) PV and these forms are com-
patible, and (ii) if each lemma has root(s), im-
perfect form(s) IV and command form(s) CV ,
and these roots, IV s, and CV s are compatible.
Example: (i) PV1={ �

I.

��
J
�
»} and PV2={ �

I.
�
J
�
»} which are

compatible, and (ii) IV1={I. �JºK
, I.
�
J»

@} and IV2={ �

I.

��
J
�
º
�
K
},

CV1={} and CV2={I. �J»

@}, and root1={H. �

H ¼} and
root2={}, which are all compatible.

• h2: A mapping correspondence is established
between two noun lemmas if the following two
conditions are true: (i) each lemma has a sin-
gular form(s) and these forms are compatible,
and (ii) if each lemma has root(s), dual(s) and
plural(s), and these root(s), dual(s), and plu-
ral(s) are compatible.

With these heuristics, we were able to discover
179K candidate mapping correspondences. We
then uploaded these mapping relations to the tool
and labeled them with "Auto-mapped". Lexicogra-
phers were given these mappings to confirm and
assign them one of the six relations (See the re-
lations division at the bottom of Figure 1). Lexi-
cographers can edit these relations and search the
lexicons to include more mappings if needed.

5. Evaluation and Discussion
We evaluate the coverage of Qabas by comparing it
with two resources: SAMA and Modern, which are
well-developed resources for Arabic. SAMA is de-
signed for morphological modeling, while Modern is
a typical MSA lexicon focusing on semantics. Table
4 shows that Qabas’s coverage is almost double
of Modern and is 40% larger than SAMA. Table 1
also shows that Qabas contains all Modern lemmas
and 99% of SAMA lemmas. We did not add the 1%
as we found them to be typos or with redundant
spellings. Another critical issue in SAMA is that it
treats each proper noun as a separate lemma (e.g.,
1 Õç'
Q�

�
»/kariym1 as a proper noun and 2 Õç'
Q�

�
»/kariym2

as adjective). We believe that this is problematic
because most Arabic words can be used as proper
nouns (Jarrar et al., 2022). Proper nouns in Qabas
are considered as such only if all meanings denote
proper nouns. Thus, the lemma Õç'
Q�

�
»/kariym would

be tagged with an adjective, and one of its mean-
ings is a proper noun. Hence, most of the 5, 540
proper nouns in SAMA are merged and mapped
with Qabas lemmas through the R6 relations.
An Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) evaluation
was conducted to evaluate the lemma mappings.
We randomly selected 2850 lemmas (5% of Qabas)

and asked each of the three lexicographers (A1,
A2, A3) to map them. The IAAs using the Kappa
coefficient κ are: A1-A2 is 85%, A2-A3 is 88%, and
A1-A3 is 86%, which are "almost perfect" (Viera
and Garrett, 2005).

POS
category POS Modern SAMA Qabas

N
om

in
al

NOUN Õæ� @ 21,456 19,705 29,053
NOUN_PROP ÕÎ« Õæ�@ 5,540 4,319
ADJ �

é
	
®� 5,500 11,067

ADJ_COMP �
é
	
KPA

�
®Ó

�
é
	
®� 204 295

ADJ_NUM XY«
�
é
	
®� 12 12

NOUN_NUM XY« Õæ�@ 33 44
NOUN_QUANT Õ» Õæ�@ 23 19
DIGIT XY« 10
NOUN_VOICE �

Hñ� 16
ABBREV PA�

�
J
	
k@

	
¬Qk 60 106

Total 21,456 31,077 44,941

Ve
rb

PV ú


æ
	
�AÓ 10,475 8,133 12,679

IV ¨PA
	
�Ó 990 9

CV QÓ

@ 16 6

PV_PASS Èñêm.
× ú



æ
	
�AÓ 32 63

IV_PASS Èñêm.
× ¨PA

	
�Ó 78

Total 10,475 9,249 12,757

Fu
nc

tio
na

l
w

or
ds

PRON, DEM_PRON, EMOJI
REL_PRON, REL_ADV,
ADV, INTERROG_PART,
INTERROG_ADV,PREP,CONJ,
INTERROG_PRON, PART
RESTRIC_PART,PUNC,INTERJ,
FOCUS_PART, DET, VERB
VOC_PART, PROG_PART,
SUB_CONJ, VERB_PART,
FUT_PART,EXCLAM_PRON
PSEUDO_VERB,NEG_PART

369 313 473

Total 32,300 40,639 58,171

Table 4: Coverage Evaluation of Qabas, per POS

6. Conclusion
We presented Qabas, a novel and open-source
Arabic lexicon linked with 110 lexicons and 12 mor-
phologically annotated corpora. Additionally, the
256k mappings correspondences between Qabas
and each of the 110 lexicons can be also down-
loaded from Qabas Page. As such, Qabas is a
large lexicographic data graph, linking existing Ara-
bic lexicons and annotated corpora.

6.1. Limitations and Future Work
One of the major challenges faced during the con-
struction of Qabas was convincing the owners
of the lexicons to publish their lexicons as open-
source. While we agreed with the owners of the
lexicons to only publish the mapping links between
Qabas and their lexicons, we hope that our work
will encourage others to publish their lexicons as
open-source in the future. Adding dialect lemmas
to Qabas is another challenge. Since our three
lexicographers are familiar with Levantine dialects,
adding lemmas from other dialects requires knowl-
edge of these dialects. Qabas is currently limited
to the frequently used dialect lemmas or those that
are known to most Arabs. We plan to recruit more
lexicographers from other dialects to extend Qabas.
Last but not least, we plan to represent Qabas and
publish the mapping correspondences using the
W3C RDF Lemon model.

https://sina.birzeit.edu/qabas/about
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6.2. Ethical and copyright
Considerations

We obtained permission to use the lexicons and
corpora listed in this article, and since our lexicon
will be open-source, we will not share any copy-
righted data. We will share: (1) Qabas itself (all
lemmas and their full morphological features), and
(2) the mapping links (i.e., correspondences) be-
tween Qabas and the other external resources. Ob-
taining licenses for these external resources is the
responsibility of the users.
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